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Next Steps: Next session Friday, 4 May at 11:00-12:00 Chamber Hall.  
 
My shorthand/acronyms:  

GROUP/Country intervening on behalf of group: (other group/party statements supported by 
group/country)  
CF = co-facilitator 
ID = identify 
MPGs = modalities, procedures, and guidelines 
PA = Paris Agreement 
PAWP = Paris Agreement Work Program 
§ = section 
¶ = paragraph 
Art = article 
Re = regarding 
LTG = long-term goal 
ITMOs = internationally traded mitigation outcomes 
MOI = means of implementation 
CB = capacity building 
ICTU = information for the comparability, transparency, and understanding 
TACCC = Transparency. Accuracy. Completeness. Comparability. Consistency. 
GLs = guidelines 
HODs = heads of delegation 
ABU = Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay 
… = missed intervention (sorry) 

 
Accounting (slide on screen) 

• How should the principles of the PA be reflected in accounting for NDCs? 

• Is accounting about principles, specific rules, some combination of both, of is it instead to be 
achieved through transparency?  

• In light of national determination and the diversity of NDCs, do targets need to be quantified as part 
of accounting? If so, what types of NDCs need to be quantified, in what circumstances and for what 
purposes?  

• What level of detail in the guidance on accounting is required to ensure the PA can function 
effectively in line with its Art 4, ¶ 13 as well as ¶ 31 of dec 1/CP.21? 

 
CF: Glad to hear all the kind words about our discussions at the HODs meeting. Let’s tackle the next 
substantive item. (reluctance to break the ice) 
 
Australia:  

• In looking at note from last session, sense that parties not keen on very descriptive accounting 
guidance. But also hear from parties that there is a need for robust accounting guidance. Balance of 
dual considerations.  



• Guidance could classified into  
o 1) setting expectations on how to account, e.g. avoiding double-counting, methodological 

consistency and  
o 2) info to provide in accounting.  

▪ Parties perhaps want national determination of what kind of info to provide.  

• Quantified reference indicators: expectations that GLs could set out 
o Avoiding over- or under-estimating that reference (elaboration of expectation for accuracy 

and environmental integrity); doesn’t explain how 
o Where info used that draws from historical info, principle of consistency with inventory or 

other established sources 
o When reference indicators set up, provide info at earliest point (ICTU); accounting guidance 

could ask you to maintain how you’ve done it 
▪ Updating: I don’t mean updating NDC or target; just numerical figures for reference 

point, e.g. our reference indicator is base year emissions 2005 and it gets 
periodically updated 

 
Brazil (ABU): 

• Accounting through three layers:  
o Reflection of accounting for, eg guidance on indicators/parameters countries use to track 

progress 
o Information related to inventory, eg application of TACCC principles and include reference 

to common metrics; responds to question of quantification 
o Additional and voluntary to whomever participating in Art 6, eg to avoid double-counting 

and involves discussion of corresponding adjustments 

• BTR is the transparency vehicle 

• Some say LULUCF possible specific area where we would need specific accounting but we don’t see 
sector-specific accounting and don’t see REDD as part of any ITMO transfers 

 
EU: 

• Purpose of guidance is to ensure TACCC principles are implemented in process of reporting and 
tracking progress of NDCs 

• It’s both about principles and specific rules 

• Level of details in guidance on accounting: decision already gives us guidance but elements in para 
aren’t sufficiently clear that parties can just implement them. Further details needed to make them 
fully operational and facilitate parties in their work. Particularly relevant for quantified NDCs re GHG 
inventories.  

o ¶ 31(b) ensuring methodological consistency: does not answer which methodology should 
be consistent, how to ensure they’re consistent, etc. 

o ¶ 31 sub-para on common metrics – we need to say which common metrics to be applied. 

• Five key elements in accounting guidance: 
o Describe accounting approach to NDC in transparent way and how it builds on existing 

approaches; ensure TACCC principles. Explicit about need for NIRs for quantitative NDCs. 
Tabular summary of quantified components.  

o Proper linkages to Art 6 
o Include some elements related to land sector  
o Applicability concept important. Can be implemented via careful drafting without going into 

different types of NDCs. 



o Targets do not need to be quantified as part of accounting.  
 
Israel: 

• Environmental integrity for global goal of PA is assess via accounting 

• Transparency is entire mechanism of comparing reality to benchmark; accounting is a means to this 
end 

• Accounting shouldn’t be too burdensome or overly prescriptive but need more detail than provide 
by Art 4; we have leeway to develop further. Bare minimum accounting must be consistent with 
inventory but shouldn’t be additional burden beyond existing reporting requirements under Art 4.  

 
RMI (AOSIS): 

• It’s a combination of principles and specific rules to deliver them. Headline principles: accounting 
guidance common, TACCC principles, land sector included, and robust accounting framework prereq 
for ITMOs. 

• Accounting guidance should support parties in accounting for progress.  

• Yes re quantification; we need ultimately need aggregation of impacts of NDCs and emissions so we 
can know how parties progressing individually and collectively know how close or far away we are 
from achieving LTG. 

• Guidance relevant to range of NDC types; limited number of them. 
 
Zimbabwe (AGN):  

• Accounting helps build trust among parties 

• Drawing from existing approaches and guidelines under Convention and KP 

• Flexibility fundamental and demonstrate via guidance 

• TACCC principles are fundamental 

• Want to share proposal on structure of list of elements  

• Accounting for anthropogenic emissions and removals according to IPCC methodologies; developed 
countries shall use latest while developing countries encouraged to use 2006 IPCC GLs 

• Methodological consistency important 

• Markets discussion important; advanced accounting methodologies and discussed under Art 6; 
avoid double-counting and support environmental integrity. More stringent than accounting GLs 
discussed here. 

• Need for accounting for support is fundamental. Particularly important for developed countries to 
report under approaches developed under Art 9.5 and 9.7 

 
CF: (Clarifying question) Input for streamlining or official submission? You have chance to present it at 
second slot on accounting tomorrow. If you want to communicate to us about streamlining or format of 
note, you can do so.  
 
NZ (POO): Tomorrow rest of session remains dedicated to questions of substance around accounting? 
Streamlining part of another session or can parties put forward proposals for streamlining as part of 
substantive discussion? 
 
CF: We’re mainly looking for substantive discussion but if anything helps, e.g. yesterday’s list of issues to 
be discussed, then we won’t exclude.  
 
China (LMDCs): 



• Reflecting differentiation here; accounting guidance should be concise and pragmatic where 
applied. Different capabilities taken into consideration. Accounting means “being responsible for;” 
countries should select own ways to demonstrate their responsibilities for their targets. Providing 
information in a responsible way. 

• Methodologies: Existing methodologies already provide reference and developing countries can 
move to higher tiers over time. If they’re changed and adjusted, the party can report this change in 
the transparency report.  

• Have general accounting guidance; detailed guidance not necessary.  

• ¶31(c) and ¶31(d): PA has shown maximum consensus; no further details needed. 

• Common metrics and parameters around GWP or GDP: support view expressed by Brazil, could have 
more discussion.  

• Markets: This year, have general principles. Later, we can have more detailed discussions. 

• Forest/land sector: Cannot go along with inclusion of the land sector. Prejudice to mitigation of 
agriculture.  

• Accounting is not about whether party has achieved its target or not.  

• Cannot go along with accounting per type of NDC. Not necessary to provide different guidance to 
different types of NDCs.  

 
India (aligned w/ LMDCs, AGN particularly re methodologies): 

• Clarify re first question, “principles of the PA”? Principles of the Convention? Principles of 
accounting under the PA?  

 
CF: These questions come from co-chairs’ reflections note in the context of accounting. The accounting 
principles in the PA (Art 4.13) is what is meant. 
 
India: 

• The word “accounting” should be reflected there, then. 

• Any accounting guidance must take into consideration the principles of equity and CBDR, as well as 
differences in capacities between developed/developing countries as well as their obligations. Light, 
general, concise accounting framework without additional burden on developing countries. That’s 
because nature of accounting of NDCs different from that from accounting in transparency. Robust 
accounting in transparency framework.  

 
Ethiopia (LDCs, aligned with AGN): 

• Methodologies: reference to latest GLs 

• Flexibility for LDC group to comply with accounting rules; linkage with support 
 
Colombia (AILAC): 

• Same challenge as with ICTU; need to streamline document and you need guidance to do so 

• Guidance is about “what,” what elements on info should be taken into account, but existing 
guidance based on the “how” on mitigation component of NDC. New challenge.  

• Three specific moments during NDC implementation where we should use this “how” guidance on 
accounting: the starting reference point, during implementation, and at the end of the 
implementation period so we can see whether we achieved the goal we set out in our NDC. 

• On the principles of Art 4.13: should frame accounting and based on principles in ¶ 31 and principles 
in Art 6, but not clear who’s going to do the job for Art 6.  

• All types of mitigation components of NDCs should be quantified.  



• Level of detail should promote principles of Art 4.13. Hard to be precise about this but should 
support principles. 

 


